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INTRODUCTION TO THE CATALOGUE

In 2013 Stephen Austin and Sons generously donated a large collection of wood-type to the Bodleian Bibliography Room. The
type was the remainder of their own stock, which had been in storage in their premises in Hertfordshire since the firm ceased
using wood-type for letterpress printing, probably in the 1960s. The type had recently been placed in cardboard boxes, in
complete disarray, and was covered with decades of dust, and bird and rodent faeces. The donation was made on the condition
that Stephen Austin would take back a small quantity of wood-type to make a display in the foyer of its premises, and that any
type of historical importance should be offered to Reading University’s Department of Typography & Graphic Communication.
The rest of the collection would be transferred outright to the Bodleian Libraries, to use in the Bibliography Room or offer to
other printers and/or museums as the Superintendent of the Room (then Paul W. Nash) thought appropriate. Nash undertook to
clean, sort and catalogue the collection, and organise the division of the collection between the Bodleian, Reading and Stephen
Austin.

The cleaning, sorting and cataloguing was completed in 2016. A very few of the types were found to be affected by woodworm
and were destroyed. The type was arranged, as far as possible, into founts, and each was catalogued in the form of a printed
card bearing some specimen impressions of the type with annotations (these are detailed on the following page). Once complete,
the catalogue cards were sorted by type-size and assigned the numbers 1–167. The cards are reproduced here, in order, as the
catalogue of the collection. There were also a few single characters which belonged to no fount, and a number of (mostly
wooden) illustrative blocks, which were not catalogued. In 2018 Reading University removed the few founts and individual
types which were deemed to be of historical importance (catalogue numbers 9, 10, 48, 53, 85, 87, 117, 118, 127, 148 and 163)
and Stephen Austin took a selection of odd types to make their display (including catalogue numbers 64, 134, 161, 162, 164 and
167). The cards for the founts which have been removed remain in the catalogue, which is intended to represent the whole
collection as donated by Stephen Austin, but have been marked with labels showing that they now belong to Reading or Stephen
Austin and Sons. The remaining types have been preserved for use in the Bibliography Room, with the intention that any which
are subsequently passed on to others should be so marked in this catalogue.
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Location of
the type in a
numbered box
or type-case
in the Biblio-
graphy Room

Catalogue
number.

Heading for the type
(its size measured in
12-point lines, form
and approximate
date).

EXPLANATION OF THE CATALOGUE-CARDS FOR THE COLLECTION

Extent of the fount
(‘points’ means
punctuation not
separately listed).

Assessment of the importance of the type.
A = neither B nor C; B = practically useful
(in extent, size and/or form) but not impor-
tant; C = historically important.

General notes, including
comparisons with other
types in the collection.

Whether or not the
type has nicks.

Transcription of
any manufacturers’
marks on the type
(often only on the
‘A’ and ‘a’)

Specimen of the
type (an alphabet
if space allows).
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